Time To Step Up And Demonstrate Real Support For Real Money – The Liberty
Dollar
October 18th, 2006
Breaking News…We are hearing from our efforts to leverage Congressional Inquiry that the US Mint
has received much more response from the public than anticipated following their web posted warning
on September 14, 2006. It’s time to really let them know how much you value the Liberty Dollar by
calling or faxing the US Mint! To make a call use (202) 354-7227, for sending a fax use (202) 756-6200.
After reading this special News Alert please call or fax the US Mint and in a very positive way ask if the
statements listed below are NOT true. Do not be nasty or attacking; this gets us nowhere. Always be
respectful. Also, please distribute this widely to everyone on your mailing list.
On With Other News…
Over the last six weeks we have heard a lot of support for the mission, goals and cause of the Liberty
Dollar and precious metal backed private currency…Reporters, Editors, Talk Show Hosts, Calls and emails from listeners and readers who had never before heard of the Liberty Dollar are committing to
“fight the good fight” for the right to choose their method of payment for goods and services. Liberty
Dollar Merchants, Associates and Regional Currency Offices, taken aback from a malicious media
assault, have been gnawing on what it all means and how to move forward.
It’s time to regroup, shake off the debris of fear and exchange your Federal Reserve Notes for the
Liberty Dollar. This is the support we need now. Circulating (as in bartering), Accumulating or
Collecting: The three most effective ways to do good, have fun and protect your purchasing power.
If any of the following statements were illegal or a federal crime, would there not have already been
arrests? Liberty Dollars are exchanged, given out, presented and accepted hundreds of times a day
throughout the country…lots of opportunities to make an example out of someone.
But once you wade through the citations and legalese of the US Mint’s warning(s), it becomes very
clear: THE LIBERTY DOLLAR CANNOT BE PASSED AS “CURRENT MONEY” OR
GOVERNMENT MONEY. NO ONE SHOULD ACCEPT THE LIBERTY DOLLAR THINKING IT IS
GOVERNMENT MONEY. This, of course, would contradict the goal of the Liberty Dollar!
1. Merchants CANNOT be prosecuted for accepting the Liberty Dollar KNOWING that it is
private currency!
2. Merchants CANNOT be prosecuted for giving out the Liberty Dollar in change if the customer
KNOWS it is private currency!
3. Users CANNOT be prosecuted for presenting the Liberty Dollar to a Merchant when the
Merchant KNOWS it is private currency!
4. Regional Currency Offices, or anyone else, CANNOT be prosecuted for exchanging Liberty
Dollars for Federal Reserve Notes when the customer KNOWS it is private currency!
5. NO ONE CAN BE PROSECUTED FOR HAVING POSSESSION OF THE LIBERTY
DOLLAR!

If any of these statements were false, then having or using any of the hundreds of local or community
currencies such as the Ithaca Hour, Disney Dollar, Berkshares, Barter Bucks, etc., would be a crime.
On September 14, just five weeks ago, our website, Liberty Dollar.org, received ten times its normal
traffic. Online orders surged for the introductory special, supporter kits and educational materials as well
as lots of small orders from new individuals wanting to know just who this Liberty Dollar outfit is.
The wave of curiosity has died down and so has the normal volume that the Liberty Dollar has
experienced over the last 12-18 months. I believe the current lull is retrenchment from those stinging
from the national media assault as well as caution on the part of the newly introduced that are concerned
over legal repercussions. Consider the above statements regarding the legality of the Liberty Dollar.
These are the conclusions of NORFED and its Counsel.
Exchange your Federal Reserve Notes for Gold and Silver Libertys and Certificates now. Circulate
(barter), Accumulate and Collect…It’s the right thing to do.
Is the US Dollar tanking? Will there be a significant economic downturn? Is a War right around the
corner? Is Peak Oil fact or fiction? Will extreme weather knock out your power and communications?
What do you want to be holding when significant change occurs? A Federal Reserve Note Or Gold
And Silver Private Currency From The Liberty Dollar?

Please visit the Liberty Dollar at: www.LibertyDollar.org or call our National Fulfillment Office at
888.421.6181 or 800.NEW.DOLLAR to reach your local Regional Currency Office.

